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Abstract: In this study, an analytical wake model for predicting the mean velocity field downstream of
a wind turbine under veering incoming wind is systematically derived and validated. The new model,
which is an extended version of the one introduced by Bastankhah and Porté-Agel, is based upon
the application of mass conservation and momentum theorem and considering a skewed Gaussian
distribution for the wake velocity deficit. Particularly, using a skewed (instead of axisymmetric)
Gaussian shape allows accounting for the lateral shear in the incoming wind induced by the Coriolis
force. This analytical wake model requires only the wake expansion rate as an input parameter to
predict the mean wake flow downstream. The performance of the proposed model is assessed using
the large-eddy simulation (LES) data of a full-scale wind turbine wake under the stably stratified
condition. The results show that the proposed model is capable of predicting the skewed structure
of the wake downwind of the turbine, and its prediction for the wake velocity deficit is in good
agreement with the high-fidelity simulation data.
Keywords: analytical wake model; large-eddy simulation; Coriolis force; vertical wind veer
1. Introduction
The presence of the Coriolis force in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) causes the wind
direction to vary with height and results in a lateral wind shear besides the vertical one. Much work,
including numerical simulations and field-scale measurements [1–9], has been done recently to unravel
the impact of lateral wind shear (also known as vertical wind veer) on the aerodynamics of wind
turbine wakes. All these studies highlighted that, for the large utility-scale wind turbines, the impact
of the lateral wind shear cannot be ignored. Specifically, they showed that the directionally sheared
inflow induces a skewed structure in the spatial distribution of the wake which can potentially affect
the efficiency of the downstream wind turbines [10–13].
In addition to the high-fidelity numerical and experimental techniques, it is of particular interest
for wind energy applications to have low-order, physically-based models to predict the wind turbine
wakes under different atmospheric regimes. Among the previous theoretical developments for wind
turbine wakes, one can mention the Jensen model [14] and the Bastankhah and Porté-Agel model
(also known as the Gaussian wake model) [15]. The former, which is based on assuming a top-hat
distribution for the wake velocity deficit, is widely used in the wind energy community for the
design and layout optimization of wind farms. The later one, however, is based upon considering
an axisymmetric Gaussian distribution for the wake velocity deficit and was found to yield a more
accurate prediction, especially in the partial wake condition, with respect to the top-hat model [16].
However, the existing analytical wake models are restricted to the unidirectional inflow and are unable
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to account for the effect of lateral wind shear associated with the Coriolis force. Since all wind turbines
operating in the ABL are exposed to the Coriolis effect, developing reliable low-order models for wake
flow prediction under directionally sheared inflow is valuable and is the focus of the present work.
The objective of this study is to develop and validate an analytical model for prediction of
wind turbine wakes under directionally sheared incoming wind. The proposed model is based upon
the application of mass conservation and momentum theorem (as in Bastankhah and Porté-Agel
model [15]) and assuming a skewed Gaussian distribution for the wake velocity deficit. In order to
examine the performance of the proposed model, the results from the large-eddy simulation (LES) of a
full-scale wind turbine wake in the stably stratified condition are used. The LES framework and the
simulation results are described in Section 2. In Section 3, the derivation of the analytical wake model
is presented, and the performance of the proposed model is assessed using the LES data. A summary
and concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
2. Large-Eddy Simulation Framework
2.1. LES Governing Equations
The LES framework utilized in this study, which has been employed in previous wind-energy
research studies (e.g., [17–21]), is based upon the filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
including the Coriolis and buoyancy effects, and the filtered transport equation for the
potential temperature,
∂iu˜i = 0,
∂tu˜i + ∂j(u˜iu˜j) = −∂i p˜+ ∂j(ν∂ju˜i)− ∂jτij + δi3β(θ˜ − 〈θ˜〉) + fcεij3u˜j − fi/ρ,
∂t θ˜ + ∂i(u˜i θ˜) = ∂i(κ∂i θ˜)− ∂iqi,
(1)
where t represents the time, the tilde a spatial filtering, u˜i the resolved velocity component in the
ith direction (where i = 1, 2, 3 refers to the streamwise (x), lateral (y) and wall-normal (z) directions,
respectively), θ˜ the resolved potential temperature, p˜ the kinematic pressure, ρ the fluid density, ν the
kinematic viscosity, κ the thermal diffusivity, fc the Coriolis parameter, and εijk the alternating unit
tensor. τij = u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j and qi = u˜iθ − u˜i θ˜ denote the subfilter stress tensor and heat-flux vector,
respectively. To account for the buoyancy effects in the momentum transport equations, the Boussinesq
approximation following [22] is used. β = g/θ0 indicates the buoyancy parameter, where θ0 is the
reference potential temperature, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The angled brackets show
a horizontal average, and δij is the Kronecker delta. fi is a body force to model the influence of the
wind turbine on the flow field. Here, the standard actuator-disk approach is employed to model the
turbine-induced forces [23–25], and the subfilter turbulent fluxes are parametrized via the Lagrangian
scale-dependent dynamic approach [26]. Detailed description of the numerical method of the LES
framework can be found in [27–33].
2.2. Numerical Setup
To provide the inflow for the wind turbine wake simulation, a precursor technique is used
in which a stably stratified ABL without the wind turbine is simulated. Note that the impact of
vertical wind veer is stronger under the stably stratified regimes due to the shallower boundary-layer
depth [34]. In the present work, we simulate the standard GABLS (GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary
Layer Study) case which represents a moderately stable boundary layer [35].
The domain size is 1920 m ×960 m ×475 m, and it is discretized into 192× 96× 96 grid-points
in the x, y, z directions, respectively. To drive the boundary layer, a uniform geostrophic wind of
8 m·s−1 is applied. The latitude is set to 73◦ N with a Coriolis parameter of fc = 1.39× 10−4 rad·s−1.
The simulation is initialized with a uniform streamwise velocity of 8 m·s−1, and the spanwise and
wall-normal velocity components are set to zero. The initial potential temperature is set to 265 K in
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the lowest 100 m, and then increases linearly with a constant lapse rate of 10 K·km−1. The surface
cooling rate is set to −0.25 K·h−1 during the nine hours of the simulation. θ0 in the buoyancy term
is set to 263.5 K. The aerodynamic surface roughness for the heat and momentum is set to 0.1 m.
The surface fluxes are computed using the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory including the stability
correction [29,36,37]. A wind direction controller is also utilized in order to have the turbine axes
aligned with the mean wind direction. Through this method, the geostrophic wind is gradually
adjusted by adding a source term to the momentum conservation equations [7,10,25,38]. Since
the simulation reaches a quasi-steady state during the last hour of the simulation (i.e., 8–9 h) [35],
the instantaneous fields of the velocity and temperature during this time are stored and used as the
inflow in the simulation of the wind turbine wake. In the wake flow simulation, a wind turbine with
a rotor diameter (D) of 80 m and a hub height (zhub) of 70 m is immersed in the flow. The thrust
coefficient of the turbine is set to 0.75 as in the previous studies [25,39,40]. Note that a similar case with
a smaller computational domain was used in [7] to investigate the impact of wind veer on the wake
meandering and turbulence statistics downstream of the turbine.
2.3. LES Results
Figure 1a–c illustrates the mean profiles of the horizontal wind components, wind direction and
potential temperature of the simulated ABL flow in the absence of wind turbine. As seen in this figure,
the wind direction varies with height due to the presence of the Coriolis effect. Note that, as a result of
the wind direction controller, the mean wind direction at the hub height is almost zero throughout
the simulation. The mean wind velocity at the hub-height level (Uhub) is about 6.64 m·s−1, and the
turbulence level is about 5%. The turbulence level is defined as
√
2k/3/Uhub, where k denotes the
resolved turbulent kinetic energy.
Figure 1. Mean profiles of (a) horizontal wind components, (b) wind direction, and (c) potential
temperature of the incoming atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow. The top and the bottom of the
rotor planes are shown with the horizontal dotted lines.
Figure 2 shows the contours of the normalized velocity deficit (∆U/Uhub) in the y− z planes
at different distance downstream of the turbine (i.e., x/D = 3, 5, 7, and 10). The mean velocity
deficit is defined as ∆U = Uin −U, where Uin is the mean streamwise inflow velocity. As can be
visually acknowledged, due to the lateral component of the incoming wind, the wake is skewed as it is
advected downstream. This is a well-known phenomenon and has been shown in several field-scale
and numerical investigations of wake flow in the stable regimes [1–8,10].
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional field of the normalized velocity deficit in the y− z planes at x/D = 3, 5, 7,
and 10 downstream of the turbine obtained from the LES. The location of the turbine is marked with
the white circle.
3. Analytical Wake Model
In the absence of vertical wind veer, the previous numerical and experimental investigations
(e.g., [15,41–45]) showed that the normalized velocity deficit in the wind turbine wake follows
a self-similar Gaussian shape. Taking advantage of this important observation, Bastankhah and
Porté-Agel [15] developed a low-order model to estimate the mean velocity field in the wake region.
In their model, which satisfied the mass and momentum conversations, an axisymmetric self-similar
Gaussian shape for the wake velocity deficit was considered. Later, Abkar and Porté-Agel [42] and
Xie and Archer [43] modified the axisymmetric Gaussian model by assuming an elliptical Gaussian
shape for the wake velocity deficit to include the different lateral and wall-normal wake growth rates
caused by the presence of the ground as well as the nonuniform incoming wind. The Gaussian wake
model has been validated against the experimental data (wind-tunnel and field-scale measurements)
as well as the high-resolution eddy-resolving simulation data of wind turbine wakes under neutrally
and thermally stratified regimes. More details on the derivation of the Gaussian wake model can be
found in [15]. Note that the previous Gaussian wake models have been limited to the unidirectional
inflow in which the impact of lateral wind shear is ignored.
As shown in Figure 2, the wake is skewed under veering incoming wind owing to the lateral
component of the velocity in the incoming wind. Hence, assuming an axisymmetric Gaussian
distribution for the velocity deficit, as used in the previous analytical wake model, is not valid anymore.
To address this issue, we hypothesize that the mean wake flow can be modeled by considering a
skewed Gaussian shape for the velocity deficit downstream of the turbine. Specifically, using a skewed,
instead of axisymmetric, Gaussian shape accounts for the lateral wind shear in the incoming wind.
The skewness of the wake is linked to the incoming wind characteristics and, in particular, it is
related to the strength of the vertical wind veer. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the wake subjected
to a directionally sheared inflow. The displacement of the wake in the lateral direction at each x
downstream can be estimated using the inflow characteristics as
∆ywake ≈ Vin∆t, (2)
where Vin is the mean lateral inflow velocity, and ∆t is the travel time of the airflow from the turbine to
the downwind location at x which can be estimated as
∆t ≈ x/Uin. (3)
Inserting (3) in (2) leads to the following equation for the lateral displacement of wake at each
x downstream,
∆ywake ≈ x VinUin = x tan(αin). (4)
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where αin is the incoming wind angle and is varying with height. Note that if the information about
the wind direction over the turbine rotor is available, the incoming wind angle in the proposed wake
model can be estimated as
αin ≈
(
αtt − αbt
D
)
(z− zhub) , (5)
where αtt and αbt are the incoming wind angle at the top-tip and the bottom-tip levels, respectively.
Figure 3. A schematic of the skewed wake at some distance downstream. Red circle is the original
wake. The blue dots shows the skewed wake. The black arrows indicate the lateral component of the
incoming wind.
By knowing the lateral displacement of the wake at each x downstream, the normalized velocity
deficit in the wake region can be expressed as,
∆U
Uhub
=
Uin −U
Uhub
=
∆Umax
Uhub
× exp
(
−1
2
[(
y+ x tan(αin)
σy
)2
+
(
z− zhub
σz
)2])
, (6)
where σy and σz are the standard deviation of the velocity deficit profiles with a Gaussian shape, in the
absence of vertical wind veer, in the lateral and wall-normal directions, respectively. The maximum
velocity deficit in the self-similar region of the wake can be computed as [15,42],
∆Umax
Uhub
=
(
1−
√
1− Ct
8
(
σy/D
)
(σz/D)
)
, (7)
where Ct is the turbine thrust coefficient. Note that the analytical solution in (7) may diverge in the
near wake region where the wake does reach into a full self-similar Gaussian shape. However, using
the one-dimensional momentum theory, it can be shown that the normalized maximum velocity deficit
should not exceed 2a, where a refers to the axial induction factor and is related to the thrust coefficient
as [46]
a =
1−√1− Ct
2
. (8)
Hence, in the region close to the turbine, where (7) either diverges or yields values greater that 2a,
the normalized maximum velocity deficit is set to 2a.
Similar to the previous studies [15,42–44,47,48], it is assumed that, under turbulent inflow
conditions, σy and σz are expanded approximately linearly with downwind distance as
σy = k∗y x+ eD, σz = k∗z x+ eD, (9)
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where k∗y and k∗z denote the wake growth rate in the lateral and wall-normal directions, respectively.
Here, e is a non-dimensional parameter related to the standard deviation of the wake as x approaches
zero and can be modeled as [15,49]
e = 0.2
√
β, where β =
1
2
1 +
√
1− Ct√
1− Ct
. (10)
In this study, in order to minimize the number of input parameters, similar wake growth rates are
assumed in the lateral and wall-normal directions, i.e., k∗y = k∗z = k∗. Here, we adopt k∗ ≈ 0.024 for
the wake expansion rate, corresponding the incoming turbulence level of 5%, that fits the data best.
This value is consistent with the ones suggested in the previous studies for the turbine wake prediction
under different atmospheric regimes [10,16,42].
The variation of the normalized maximum velocity deficit, downstream of the turbine, obtained
from the analytical model is presented in Figure 4, and it is compared with the one obtained from the
LES simulation. As shown in this figure, the proposed model can predict the maximum wake velocity
deficit downstream of the turbine reasonably well. Note that, as also experimentally shown [44],
in the potential core of the wake developed immediately behind the turbine, the velocity deficit has an
approximately uniform distribution. After a certain distance downstream, the potential core of the
wake fully disappears, and the maximum velocity deficit starts to decrease. A similar trend is found
here where the maximum velocity deficit is approximately constant in the region close to the turbine,
and then decreases with the downwind distance.
Figure 4. Maximum velocity deficit with downstream distance. LES data (open red circle), and Gaussian
wake model (solid black line).
A quantitative comparison between the proposed wake model and the high-fidelity simulation
data are provided in Figure 5. The results obtained from the non-skewed Gaussian wake model [15]
are also provided for comparison. As can be realized, the proposed model is capable of predicting
the velocity deficit distribution with downwind distance with a good accuracy. It is also observed
that the accuracy of the non-skewed Gaussian wake model, in the prediction of the wake velocity,
decreases in the vertical direction since it ignores the effect of vertical wind veer. Note that there is a
slight discrepancy between the proposed wake model and the simulation data in the region very close
to the turbine (i.e., x/D = 3). This is mainly because, as mentioned before, the velocity deficit does not
reach into a full self-similar Gaussian distribution in the region immediately behind the turbine.
Figure 6 displays the contours of the predicted velocity deficit from the proposed analytical wake
model as well as the non-skewed Gaussian wake model [15] in the y− z planes at different distances
(i.e., x/D = 3, 5, 7, and 10) downstream of the turbine. It can be visually acknowledged that there is
an acceptable agreement between the the results obtained from the proposed wake model and the LES
simulation (shown in Figure 2). In particular, unlike the non-skewed wake model, the proposed model
can thoroughly capture the skewed structure of the wake caused by the vertical wind veer.
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Figure 5. Wall-normal (left) and lateral (right) profiles of the normalized velocity deficit (∆U/Uhub)
through the turbine center at x/D = 3, 5, 7, 10 downstream of the turbine. LES data (open red circle),
the proposed model (solid black line), and the axisymmetric wake model [15] (dashed green line).
Figure 6. Two-dimensional field of the normalized velocity deficit in the y− z planes at x/D = 3, 5, 7,
and 10 downwind of the turbine obtained from the proposed model (top) and the axisymmetric wake
model [15] (bottom). The location of the turbine is marked with the white circle.
4. Conclusions
The present work aims to develop an analytical model for prediction of the wake velocity
distribution downstream of the wind turbine under veering inflow conditions. The proposed model,
which is an extended version of the one introduced by Bastankhah and Porté-Agel [15], satisfies the
mass and momentum conservation and assumes a skewed Gaussian shape for the wake velocity deficit.
Through this approach, the velocity deficit in the wake region can be model as
∆U
Uhub
=
∆Umax
Uhub
× exp
−1
2
(y+ x tan(αin)
k∗y x+ eD
)2
+
(
z− zhub
k∗z x+ eD
)2 , (11)
where k∗y and k∗z are the growth rates of the wake in the lateral and vertical directions, αin is the incoming
wind angle, and ∆Umax/Uhub and e are obtained from (7) and (10), respectively. The key assumption
in this model, which is consistent with previous numerical and experimental observations, is that
the turbulent wake is expanded approximately linearly as it is transported downstream. Besides the
information about the turbine thrust coefficient and the inflow characteristics (i.e., wind speed and
wind direction), this model requires only the wake growth rate to predict the velocity distribution
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downstream of the turbine, and that can be estimated as a function of the incoming turbulence level.
The performance of the proposed analytical wake model is assessed with the LES data of a full-scale
wind turbine wake under the stably stratified condition. It is found that the proposed low-order wake
model yields accurate prediction for the wake velocity deficit, and its prediction is in good agreement
with the high-fidelity simulation data. It is also shown that, unlike the previous analytical wake models
(e.g., the top-hat and the axisymmetric Gaussian wake models), the proposed model can thoroughly
capture the skewed structure of the wake caused by the vertical wind veer.
Finally, it should be noted that wind turbines might operate in yawed conditions as well as in
complex terrain, in addition to different atmospheric turbulence regimes. Future research is required
to study the effect of vertical wind veer on wind turbine wakes in those conditions.
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